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The argument I put forward in this essay is a simple one: liberals almost universally conceive of plutocracy as a problem that in principle will be satisfactorily corrected in a well-ordered liberal-democratic regime, when in fact it is an inescapable problem that cannot be fully solved — at least so long as there is private property and the family — and this therefore generates a second-order challenge for liberals committed to social justice: not just how to reduce plutocracy, but how to retrospectively respond to the plutocracy that always will have existed in liberal-democratic states.

By plutocracy I mean less the coordinated rule of moneyed interests or an oligarchy in any traditional sense than the power of inequalities in wealth to undermine equality of opportunity in education and politics. With respect to education, a society is free from plutocracy to the extent that similarly talented and motivated children, regardless of their socioeconomic circumstances, can expect roughly equal prospects of success in life. With respect to politics, plutocracy is neutralized if similarly talented and motivated citizens, regardless of their socioeconomic background, can expect to have roughly equal prospects of engaging in government. The ideal of a society where educational and political opportunities are insulated from the effects of economic inequality is a powerful and pervasive fixture of contemporary liberal thought, figuring prominently within contemporary liberal philosophies of various types as well as the attitudes of ordinary citizens.¹

While such an ideal is noble and while there is always more that could be done to better approximate it in any given polity, it is a dereliction of both intellectual honesty and progressive purpose not to acknowledge at the same time that such ambitions are not fully realizable in a liberal regime. They are not so, not simply because every extant liberal democracy falls well-short of the goal a plutocracy-free society, but because, as I shall elucidate below, the very institutions of private property and the family generate limits to a liberal-democratic society’s capacity to neutralize its plutocratic elements. Private property is ultimately translatable into political influence and access — a truth virtually unanimously accepted by political thinkers prior to the nineteenth century, including those operating from a popular republican standpoint, and virtually unanimously substantiated today by cross-national empirical studies on the impact of socioeconomic status on political influence and access. And the family constitutes a permanent engine whereby the arbitrary socioeconomic conditions of one’s birth are made to have a formative significance for individual development. Liberalism, in other words, does not embody a unitary moral commitment, but a variety of rights — such as the protection of private property and the family, on the one hand, and equality of opportunity on the other — that are, ultimately, in inescapable tension with each other.² The problem of plutocracy is one main consequence of this tension.

After detailing in the next section various forms of excessive sunniness among contemporary liberal thinkers regarding the problem of plutocracy, the bulk of the essay substantiates the main claim that plutocracy will be a permanent problem in a liberal-democratic regime. I conclude by offering brief suggestions for how a liberal-democratic society fully cognizant of the problem of plutocracy might have this awareness modulate, and indeed further develop, its commitment to social justice.

Varieties of Liberal Blindness to the Problem of Plutocracy

The acknowledgment of permanent limits to the liberal project of a plutocracy-free society — and, with it, the recognition that a shadow of unfairness will be cast over even the most progressive and enlightened liberal-democratic regimes — has almost entirely eluded liberal thinkers of the present generation. While few liberals think that existing polities sufficiently realize the condition of non-plutocracy, by far the most common approach is to imagine that, with proper reforms (such as robust campaign finance legislation and social policies that make the distribution of wealth much more widely dispersed), the problem of plutocracy might have this awareness modulate, and indeed further develop, its commitment to social justice.
Denying the Problem

Liberals who deny plutocracy usually do so by holding out the promise that reforms — ranging from campaign finance legislation, inheritance and estate taxation, and egalitarian social policies aimed at insuring wealth is widely dispersed within a polity — could create a society where socioeconomic factors would not interfere with opportunities for educational development and political influence. Consider, for example, John Rawls, arguably the most influential political philosopher of the last century. Rawls, to be sure, in at least one key instance in his *A Theory of Justice* veers in the direction of acknowledging something like the permanent problem of plutocracy, when he briefly admits that similarly talented and motivated children, even in the most well-ordered liberal-democratic regime, will always have their life prospects affected by the socioeconomic conditions of the families into which they are born:

> [T]he principle of fair opportunity [with regard to education] can be only imperfectly carried out, at least as long as the institution of the family exists. The extent to which natural capacities develop and reach fruition is affected by all kinds of social conditions and class attitudes. Even the willingness to make an effort, to try, and so to be deserving in the ordinary sense is itself dependent upon happy family and social circumstances. *It is impossible in practice to secure equal chances of achievement and culture for those similarly endowed* (74/64 rev, emphasis added).

But this honest acknowledgment of plutocracy — the power of wealth to intrude upon educational opportunity — is a highly anomalous moment in Rawls’s philosophy which, in two different respects, must be said to have the opposite function of denying the problem of plutocracy. On the one hand, Rawls elsewhere and, indeed, for the most part, describes fair equality of educational opportunity as something that is in fact fully realizable. As early as 1967, Rawls could affirm: “Equality of opportunity is a certain set of institutions which assures equally good education and chances of culture for all.” And in a different passage from *A Theory of Justice*, Rawls can write:

> [A]ssuming there is a distribution of natural assets, those who are at the same level of talent and ability and who have the same willingness to use them, should have the same prospects of success regardless of their initial place in the social system. [.. .]The expectations of those with the same abilities and aspirations should not be affected by their social class.

Rawls’s later work is yet more forceful in its confidence that an educational system can be free from the arbitrary influences of children’s class backgrounds:

> [T]hose who have the same level of talent and ability and the same willingness to use these gifts should have the same prospects of success regardless of their social class of origin, the class into which they are born and develop until the age of reason. In all parts of society there are to be roughly the same prospects of culture and achievement for those similarly endowed.

On the other hand, if Rawls might plausibly be described as ambiguous with regard to the full realizability of educational opportunity in a just society, when it comes to the capacity of a well-ordered liberal-democratic regime to entirely neutralize plutocracy with respect to the political opportunities afforded to its citizens, Rawls is even more adamant, arguing that such a regime will guarantee what he calls the “fair value of political liberties,” which:

> ensures that citizens similarly gifted and motivated have roughly an equal chance of influencing the government’s policy and of attaining positions of authority irrespective of their economic and social class.

Rawls repeatedly emphasizes this element of his theory, insisting:

> [A]ll citizens, whatever their economic or social position, must be sufficiently equal in the sense that all have a fair opportunity to hold public office and to affect the outcome of elections.

And again: “All citizens, whatever their social position, may be assured a fair opportunity to exert political influence.” While Rawls is all too brief in his account of the institutions whereby the fair value of political liberties might be instituted, he continually emphasizes at least two key reforms: campaign finance legislation and other uses of electoral law to reduce the impact of private money in politics, and various policies (like estate and inheritance taxes) that would serve to make the distribution of wealth more evenly dispersed than it is in conventional capitalist welfare states. This latter element is important not simply because it suggests the potential radicalism of Rawls’s model, but also because it indicates that one of the principal liberal strategies for reducing plutocracy involves the reduction of inequality itself.

Rawls is not alone in implying that the neutralization of plutocracy vis-à-vis politics and education is essentially a fully realizable goal. Numerous subsequent liberal thinkers working within a Rawlsian paradigm repeat Rawls’s idealism in this regard, especially with respect to equality of political opportunity. Moreover, the denial of plutocracy as a permanent problem also finds voice among liberal thinkers working from different philosophical standpoints. Thus, G. A. Cohen, whose luck-egalitarian account of justice departs from Rawls in numerous respects, afflicts himself with Rawls’s confidence about generating a plutocracy-free society:
I do not think, and I do not think that Rawls thought, that ensuring the people’s opportunities to hold office and exercise political influence are substantially independent of their socioeconomic position requires substantially equal material holdings. I believe that un-American experience shows that election regulation, of a sort that Rawls would endorse, can produce political democracy under a wide inequality of income and wealth.\(^\text{13}\)

Even if Cohen incorrectly reduces Rawls’s proposals for combating plutocracy in politics to those pertaining to campaign finance legislation, thus forgetting that Rawls also thought the reduction of inequality was essential to neutralizing the unfair influence of wealth in politics, the basic point to emphasize is that Cohen too denies that plutocracy is a permanent problem in a liberal-democratic society.

Even libertarian thinkers, to the extent that they see plutocracy as a concern, sometimes suggest that the problem can be neutralized by reducing the scope of the state: if welfare and other state programs are dramatically curtailed, then any disproportionate influence over and access to government on the part of the wealthy become less significant, since there is simply less to be won by effective political advocacy.\(^\text{14}\) Of course, such an approach, if it is even plausible within the conditions of the vast and administratively complex nation-state, is even less plausible when it comes to educational opportunity.

To be clear, I do not think that liberal thinkers are wrong to uphold fair equality of opportunity vis-à-vis education and politics as sacrosanct ideals, nor that the policies they recommend would not meaningfully help liberal-democratic regimes better realize such aspirations. But insofar as even the most radical liberal schemes would still condone substantial inequalities,\(^\text{15}\) insofar as (as I shall relate) the evidence is strong that even modest inequalities reproduce themselves in differential opportunities for education, politics, and even health, and insofar as liberals have no answer to the permanent limits the family places on equality of educational opportunity, then even the most ambitious liberal projects for combatting plutocracy would only reduce it, not eliminate it from social life.

**Ignoring the Problem**

One of the best pieces of evidence that plutocracy is an inescapable problem in even the best-ordered liberal-democratic regime comes, ironically, from certain liberals themselves. After all, some liberal thinkers, especially those who, unlike Rawls, have thought through in greater detail the kinds of specific policies and programs required to combat plutocracy, are not altogether unaware that the reforms they support will lead to something less than the neutralization of socioeconomic status as a factor determining educational and political opportunity. But rather than confront this shortcoming head on, a frequent trope in liberal thought — and another aspect of the liberal blindness to the problem of plutocracy — is to subscribe to less than ideal proposals as if they were fully satisfactory.

Ronald Dworkin, for example, has proposed that if the underlying distribution of resources is itself justly organized in a liberal-democratic regime — which, for Dworkin, involves a society insuring all its citizens against various forms of misfortune (for example, poverty, disease and unemployment) as well as campaign finance legislation — then both economic inequality and the political influence stemming from such inequality will be greatly reduced, so that “a great deal of the inequality in political influence of our own time” would be eliminated.\(^\text{16}\) Like Rawls, Dworkin’s ambition is to neutralize the effects of wealth inequality on politics, while accepting that inequality of political influence might continue to result from non-economic factors, such as the talent and commitment individuals bring to politics.\(^\text{17}\) Yet, when Dworkin reflects on the ultimate impact of his proposed reforms, he states not that they will fully neutralize the role of wealth in relation to political opportunity but only that, much more modestly, they will prevent the super-rich from altogether monopolizing politics:

> Moral agency is possible for all citizens in politics only if each has an opportunity to make some difference [. . .] enough to make political effort something other than pointless. [. . .] Citizen equality is destroyed when only the rich are players in the political contest.\(^\text{18}\)

If Dworkin’s more sober assessment of the ultimate impact of his proposed reforms should be commended for its honesty, he barely admits that the standard it embodies is something lesser than equality of opportunity for political influence — and it certainly does not lead Dworkin to reflect on the enduring problem of plutocracy within his idealized account of social justice in a liberal-democratic regime.

The tendency to ignore, rather than simply deny, the problem of plutocracy can also be found in Tomasi’s recent “bleeding-heart libertarian” theory of social justice, in which a watered-down account of fair equality of opportunity in education — which promises only “high quality educational opportunities to all,” not equal opportunities regardless of socioeconomic status, and which contains the caveat that this promise cannot necessarily be guaranteed by the market-based strategies Tomasi favors — is presented as a plausible interpretation of Rawls’s idea of fair equality of opportunity, even though it is certain to lead to a circumstance
where similarly talented and motivated children will not expect to grow up with roughly equal prospects of “success” regardless of their class of origin. From the other side of the political spectrum, one finds the problem of plutocracy is similarly ignored when Freeman, after acknowledging that the family is a permanent barrier to the full realization of fair equality of opportunity, suggests that Rawls never intended the “practically impossible,” rigorous standard that similarly talented and motivated children grow up with opportunities uninfected by their socioeconomic class of origin, but only that those with similarly developed abilities compete fairly for positions. What is objectionable about this interpretation is not only that it conflicts with numerous passages where Rawls envisions an education system that will offer equal opportunities to the equally endowed, nor merely that Freeman’s exposition becomes incoherent when he somehow thinks this reduced conceptualization of fair equality of opportunity is consistent with the ideal that “people, whatever [. . .] their social circumstances, be given the means to fully develop and effectively exercise the talents and abilities that they are endowed with, so that they may engage in public life as equal citizens” (Freeman, 98), but that it leads Freeman to look away from the problem that plutocracy is an inescapable feature of liberal-democratic regimes. In putting forward genuinely progressive reforms that nonetheless fall short of neutralizing plutocracy, liberals in these instances emphasize their progressivism in such a way so as to ignore the lingering problems that would persist in even a significantly more egalitarian liberal-democratic regime.

**Avoiding the Problem**

A final form of liberal blindness toward the problem of plutocracy that I wish to highlight relates to the tendency of certain leading liberal philosophers simply not to address questions of fair equality of opportunity vis-à-vis politics and education when delineating the requirements of their progressive, left-leaning conceptions of liberal justice. For example, Sen’s recent influential account of justice, which argues against ideal theorization in the name of comparative judgments of better versus worse arrangements that might be realized in the short term, articulates social justice in a way that need not face up to the truth that, even in the most progressive liberal-democratic regimes, similarly talented and motivated children do not enjoy roughly equal prospects of success regardless of their socioeconomic background, nor do citizens possess roughly equal prospects of political influence independent of their class background.

Moreover, whenever some threshold level of welfare is upheld as providing the conditions for socioeconomic independence and free and equal citizenship — but there is no additional attention to how citizens living above this minimum still experience differential political and education opportunities — one finds avoidance of the problem of plutocracy among liberals. For example, the capabilities approach to justice pursued by Nussbaum, among others, presents wealth and income in a just regime as susceptible to this kind of threshold analysis, whereby once sufficient economic resources are obtained, inequalities have no clear effect on civic relations of political equality. Liberal republicans like Pettit draw on this capabilities idea when they argue that justice requires that citizens have sufficient resources so as to possess “the basic capabilities for functioning in society” and when they call for the state to promote the “socioeconomic independence” of its citizens so as to escape avoidable forms of domination (for example, “their being exploited or manipulated or intimidated by others”). Even as Pettit claims that such standards might require “the substantial reduction of certain material inequalities,” and even as he presents his theory as something likely to appeal to “left-of-centre liberals,” his focus on the more rudimentary problem of non-domination means that his account does not face the plutocratic problem that inequalities in a condition of non-domination still, on average, generate disproportionate educational and political opportunities for the more wealthy. To be sure, in his recent work especially, Pettit affirms the ideal of equality of political opportunity, writing that “the citizens of a legitimate state have to enjoy equal access to a system of popular influence,” which he defines in terms of “an opportunity for participation in that system that is available with equal ease to each citizen.” But because Pettit does not reflect on the way socioeconomic inequality above and beyond a threshold of non-domination shapes unequal opportunities for political influence, his appeal to equality of political opportunity seems empty, if not obfuscating insofar as he thinks it will be secured in the kind of liberal-republican order he defends.

In sum, then, whether by denying, ignoring, or avoiding the fact that even in a well-ordered liberal-democratic society fair equality of opportunity cannot be fully achieved for children in education nor citizens in politics, liberals manifest a blindness to the problem of plutocracy. The argument that follows, drawing both on the history of political thought and empirical studies in civic behavior, aims to overcome such blindness and insist upon plutocracy as an intractable problem setting even the most hypothetically advanced liberal-democratic regime.

**Republican Honesty about Plutocracy**

Contemporary liberal-democratic theorists are the exception when they claim it is possible for relations...
of political equality to be fully uncontaminated by the effects of economic inequality. The far more prevalent philosophy has been to recognize the impossibility of this ideal, taken in its fullest sense. Not just Marxist critics (who argue that economic structures of private property and inequality must limit the meaning of the juridical equality of liberal civic status), and not just defenders of monarchy and aristocracy (who expect the wealthy and well-born to have disproportionate political influence as a normative matter), but the long pre-modern and early modern republican tradition of political thought expresses, in various ways, the basic assumption that wealth cannot be entirely separated from political power.

Indeed, in acknowledging plutocracy I am only recalling (which is not to say returning to) an older, well-established understanding of the relationship between wealth and politics that was commonplace among Republicans, especially prior to the modern rebirth of democracy in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. For a vast range of republican thinkers, wealth was taken to be inseparable, both normatively and descriptively, from political power. As Harrington put it, “where there is inequality of estates there must be inequality of power.”

For some, this inseparability of economic and political power was seen primarily as a problem, as numerous republican thinkers argued for curbing wealth inequality both to protect ordinary citizens from abuse from the very wealthy and to make political power more likely to be placed in the hands of merit rather than mere wealth. For example, Plato’s scheme for a ruling elite of philosopher-kings required, he understood, that there be no property, and thus no economic inequality, among this class, because Plato accepted that economic divisions otherwise would interfere with the rule of reason and virtue. Plato’s parallel requirement that the ruling elite forego the other main pillar of a liberal democratic society (and indeed of societies pretty much everywhere) — the family — and that they raise their children collectively without knowing who are their biological relations followed a similar logic.

For others, the problem rather was that the natural and proper political authority generated by property might be disrespected to the detriment of the stability of the state: hence, a long tradition of republicans (including Aristotle, Guicciardini, Montesquieu, Sieyès, and Guizot) proposed a variety of institutional measures for formally bestowing on the wealthy disproportionately greater political voice and opportunity, both as a necessary means of protecting property rights and on the assumption that the wealthy, due to their economic stake in society, would have a superior incentive to cognize and pursue the genuine public interest. Accordingly, prior to the gradual abolition of property requirements for voting from the eighteenth century down to the present day, wealth shaped civic membership in virtually all pre-modern republics, whether as a minimal threshold level required for active citizenship or in the form of graded civic levels based on property.

Interestingly, very often these two competing, almost opposed notions of the political potency of wealth — great wealth as a threat to political liberty and wealth as deserving class-based instantiation in formal political institutions — co-existed in the mind of single republican thinkers. Aristotle both expects that a healthy republican regime will afford disproportionate influence to the wealthy and cautions against the excessively plutocratic exclusion of common citizens from deliberative institutions where they might participate and lend their superior judgment. Harrington affirms property requirements for citizens and gradations of two civic classes based on property (the order of the foot and the order of the horse), and at the same time calls for land redistribution to prevent excessive accumulations that would undermine the unity of the state. Montesquieu’s desire to replace the rule of wealth with merit and virtue did not prevent him from excluding those without property from civic membership. Constitutional framers in the USA aimed to create a regime that would “preserve the spirit and the form of popular government” but at the same time afforded special respect to property both as a core political right and as something that would lead its holders to play a disproportionate position of leadership in the state.

A similar situation occurred in France, where the political rights affirmed in the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen were applied unevenly, with property-holders but not the propertyless having them. Rather than seeing this simultaneous effort to both limit and enable the disproportionate influence of the property-tied in republican regimes as schizophrenic or otherwise contradictory, it should be interpreted in light of an almost pretheoretical republican acceptance that, within regimes grounded on private property and the family, wealth of course would carry with it political potency, thereby making the question for republican theorists one of how, rather than whether, the disproportionate influence of the wealthy should be allowed to reveal itself. As Montesquieu put it, “It is impossible that riches will not secure power.”

The republican political thinker who provides what is likely the most important theoretical bridge between the pre-modern republican outlook that took for granted the propriety of affording legalized political privileges to the wealthy and the modern liberal-democratic outlook that finds any such formal privileges unacceptable, given the moral premise of free and equal citizenship — and who, crucially, in spite of this transition, still expected property to exert disproportionate influence in modern liberal-democratic politics — is James Madison. By the end of his life, Madison came
to reject his earlier belief that the franchise might be restricted to the propertied, since any denial of universal (male) suffrage “violates the vital principle of free Govt. that those who are to be bound by laws, ought to have a voice in making them.”35 But what deserves special emphasis is Madison’s recognition that even within such an ethico-political context — which clearly is the one occupied by today’s liberal democracies where any constitutionalization of political advantage for the wealthy is seen as a prima facie injustice — wealth would continue to exert disproportionate influence in politics, albeit in indirect and informal ways. That is, Madison posits that the natural power of wealth itself exerts disproportionate influence even when unaided by electoral institutions formally favoring the wealthy:

Should [. . .] universal suffrage and very short periods of elections within contracted spheres be required for each branch of the Govt., the security for the holders of property when the minority, can only be derived from the ordinary influence possessed by property, & the superior information incident to its holders; from the popular sense of justice enlightened & enlarged by a diffusive education; and from the difficulty of combining & effectuating unjust purposes throughout an extensive country.36

Madison did not, of course, originate the idea that, in electoral republics especially, oligarchic tendencies would persist even when offices would be open to all citizens regardless of social background — as the belief in the inherently oligarchic feature of elections (their tendency to favor the wealthy and wellborn) had informed much republican theorizing in the centuries prior to Madison.37 But Madison’s reflections here are significant both because he attends to the persistence of oligarchic effects in the much more egalitarian liberal-democratic regimes of the nineteenth century and because, in delineating the different sources of such effects, he puts forward the central idea of the “ordinary influence possessed by property” (an influence which suggests something more general and widespread than the simple tendency for the wealthy to be elected disproportionately to office). Madison, in other words, has his finger on plutocracy — again, conceived not necessarily in terms of the conscious coordination of moneyed interests, but rather in terms of the raw power of wealth to exert its influence and force within a formally (that is, juridically) equal political system. I discuss the contemporary mechanics of this phenomenon in the next two sections.

The Ordinary Influence Possessed By Property

But what, after all, did Madison have in mind by “the ordinary influence possessed by property”? And how might such influence be conceptualized today? Three dynamics are especially relevant.

First of all, one can point to the fluidity of power and in particular the fluidity of economic power, such that, at a certain level, wealth overlaps with various political potencies like the capacity to hold government office, influence the decisions of governments, and mobilize others to achieve political aims.38 Just as at a certain level of poverty, other forms of empowerment become impossible or meaningless, so at a certain level of economic wealth there is an almost inescapable generation of extra-material, political forms of empowerment like fame, influence, and other informally derived opportunities for a more active political career. As Adam Smith strongly argued, one of the chief advantages of wealth is that it gains the attention of others.39 From the other side, beyond material deprivation, having few resources renders one invisible. As John Adams put it, the poor man

feels himself out of the sight of others, groping in the dark. Mankind takes no notice of him. He rambles and wanders unheeded. In the midst of a crowd, at church, in the market [. . .] he is in as much obscurity as he would be in a garret or a cellar. He is not disapproved, censured, or reproached; he is only not seen.40

This combination of factors — wealth’s capacity to generate attention as well as the resources to mobilize supporters and engage in political marketing — helps explain the long tradition of political thinkers who took it for granted that, within an electoral republic especially, the wealthy would have disproportionate advantages in pursuing active political life.41 The very wealthy are more proximate to political power, have more opportunities to get it, and can magnify their voices and influence in ways that ordinary citizens cannot. The United States Supreme Court’s doctrine that money is speech for the purposes of jurisprudence regarding election law, and that therefore spending for political purposes deserves a high level of protection, may not be just as a matter of law (there might be more just campaign finance legislation which is currently being stymied by such jurisprudence) but it is accurate as a matter of political phenomenology.42 Much like the Hegelian notion that quantity, after a certain level of magnitude, necessarily becomes quality, so does wealth become political power and political power wealth, at least at the highest levels of each.

Second, it is not just that wealth at very high levels almost inescapably becomes a political force, but that even more modest increments of wealth produce greater political participation. Political scientists have repeatedly shown that

the inequality of representation and influence are not randomly distributed but systematically biased in favor of more privileged citizens — those with higher
The wealthy are more likely to vote; they are also more likely to campaign, protest, and engage in other forms of community activism. The power of wealth to mobilize citizens politically has been documented across various times and places. Verba et al.’s so-called civic voluntarism model identifies the mechanisms plainly. The model distinguishes between three sources supporting participation: resources (time, money, and civic skills), engagement (including interest in politics, a sense of political efficacy, and the capacity to recognize the connection between one’s own needs and preferences and ongoing public policy debates), and mobilization (that is, the likelihood of being recruited to participate). Wealth not only contributes to the first of these in a direct and obvious way, since wealth is a basic resource for political activity and the effective communication of one’s political voice, but also connects to the latter two, insofar as material resources have been shown to contribute to education, political efficacy, and the likelihood of recruitment. For these reasons, income and wealth often are considered not just as an ingredient of socioeconomic status, but as a proxy for it.

Moreover, insofar as wealth generates both an incentive to participate and a means of doing so, the wealthy — and perhaps the very wealthy — will have a disproportionate advantage in politics. That is to say, in conflicts between the haves and have-nots, the wealthy occupy a favored position not only in their often superior resources and organization, but in the fact that such resources and organization can reveal themselves without explicit efforts at coordination. For example, insofar as one of the political ambitions of the wealthy is to protect their wealth, the deployment of political resources toward this end need not require the same level of coordinated mobilization of those who, even if they potentially share a common commitment to redistribution, are more likely to suffer from the disaggregation generated by underprivilege and ideological difference.

Third, another set of social-scientific findings supporting the phenomenological truth of plutocracy — specifically, ordinary citizens’ experience of their economic status as being relevant to their political voice — concerns the extent to which inequality itself, beyond the material disadvantages of the less fortunate, has increasingly been shown to have a demotivating impact on political activity and a lessening of the quality of civic life. Among the mechanisms hypothesized to contribute to this dynamic is the experience of inequality, especially when the inequality is between segregated neighborhoods of better and less well-off, undermines efficacy in the less well-off by eroding their capacity to trust and cooperate, preventing information flow (insofar as communication is hindered by homogeneity), and producing apathy. Solt’s cross-cultural study of five nations, for example, finds that higher levels of income inequality powerfully depress political interest, the frequency of political discussion, and participation in elections among all but the most affluent citizens, providing compelling evidence that greater economic inequality yields greater political inequality.

Since the disadvantaged are less likely to be mobilized anyway, any added effect from inequality itself would only exacerbate a prior tendency.

The plutocratic effects of inequality itself also can be seen in relation to health, where recent research continues to suggest that socioeconomic inequality reproduces itself in unequal health outcomes. The point is not simply the well-known correlation of low economic class with certain health risk factors (smoking, obesity, poor diet, exposure to pollution, and substandard housing) — as here such health inequalities could be addressed by raising the absolute material and educational standards of disadvantaged citizens so that they have the resources, information, and opportunity to engage in behavior and choices no less healthy than that of their better-off fellow citizens. Rather, what seems to reveal plutocracy in relation to health as an inescapable feature of civic life is the degree to which social inequality itself, divorced from its connection to material deprivation, appears to have negative health consequences. For example, the ongoing British Whitehall study, which has examined the health of more than 28,000 civil servants in England since 1967, has found that life expectancy increases at each grade of the civil service’s socioeconomic ladder. The most junior employees like doorkeepers have death rates three times higher than the most senior administrators, even when controlling for numerous other risk factors. Similar findings about the effects of inequality on health outcomes exist across countries, with countries that enjoy lower levels of national wealth but higher levels of equality performing better on health measures than their counterparts. If inequality itself has negative health consequences for those further down a socioeconomic ladder, by what mechanism does it operate? Recent research suggests that lower socioeconomic status carries with it greater stress at not being in control of the conditions of one’s life, whether in the form of being more likely to follow orders and obey a rigid schedule or in the form of lacking the predictability and stability afforded by higher levels of socioeconomic status. Accordingly, higher cortisol levels (associated with stress) and lower serotonin levels (associated with depression), both of which are detrimental to health, have been linked to low social status. The plutocratic impact on health, if true, has potentially
The Enduring Refusal to See Plutocracy as an Inescapable Feature of Liberal Democracy

In analyzing the structure of plutocracy — the penetration of the effects of economic inequality into civic spheres (education, politics, health) supposedly protected by widely-held norms of free and equal citizenship — I have emphasized the fluidity of power by which wealth at a certain level of magnitude must begin to contain political advantages; the various ways in which higher socioeconomic status correlates with a greater likelihood of engaging in politics; and the possibility, underwritten by recent research, that inequality itself has a negative impact on political activity as well as bodily health. Now, it seems there are at least three main ways to resist such assertions of plutocracy as a basic structure of liberal democracies: to point out specific findings that do not cohere with it; to argue that its effects on politics is minimal, because participants have similar preferences as nonparticipants; and to argue that the situation is correctible (for example, that it is more of an American phenomenon that is largely neutralized in relatively egalitarian European societies). I take up these objections in turn.

With regard to the first, there are admittedly exceptions to the general plutocratic relationship between socioeconomic status and political activism. For instance, in certain contexts and at certain levels of intensity, socioeconomic disadvantage can actually generate political activism. And some well-known trends — like the correlation of education and political activity — are not absolute. For example, even though the level of education in many Western societies has risen over the last generation, it remains doubtful that such developments have contributed to greater political engagement. But, in response, it should be stressed that my purpose is to uncover only what is ordinary. Ordinary citizens ordinarily can expect, at least to some degree, wealth to intrude upon opportunities for political power, educational and career expectations, and health outcomes. As countless studies have demonstrated in various times and places, it is clearly the rule and not the exception that wealth promotes political activity and influence. As a landmark 1978 study put it: “The political advantage of those citizens more advantaged in socioeconomic terms is found in all nations, certainly in all those for which we have data” — a finding which is repeated in even stronger terms by Verba et al.: “No democratic nation […] lives up to the ideal of participatory equality.”

The second challenge to the assertion of plutocracy argues that the consequences of unequal participation are not that important, because the attitudes of participants on policies are virtually the same as nonparticipants: thus, even if the median actual voter is better off than the median eligible voter, the effects on actual policies might be negligible. To be sure, some studies have found a close match between the policy preferences of voters and nonvoters — or that where there are differences they go in no particular ideological direction. But we do a disservice to the phenomenology of everyday political life if we conclude from such findings that the effects of plutocracy are thereby neutralized. For one thing, while some studies find little difference, many others find both that there are differences and that these tend to relate specifically to redistributive policies. Further, and much more fundamentally, we need to look past mere policy preferences as an indication of similarity. What matters in politics is not just the content of preferences, but how preferences are prioritized. In the American context, for example, despite substantial overlap in policy preferences, those of lesser means place a higher salience on certain issues — like education and “basic human needs” — and deprioritize other issues like non-tax-based economic issues, foreign policy, abortion, and the environment. Also, to focus too heavily on any alleged correspondence between the policy preferences of voters and nonvoters is to forget that there are other forms of political activity beyond voting — many of which afford participants the opportunity to communicate and pursue objectives with at least somewhat more expressivity than the relatively mute, rare, often binary vote. Such extra-electoral kinds of engagement — activism, campaign work, fundraising and donations, contacting leadership — have been shown to be much more likely among socioeconomically advantaged people than disadvantaged ones, pointing to a plutocratically determined differential in the amplitude, subtlety, and reach of the political voice available to citizens.

Third, plutocracy might be resisted as only a contingent, but not a necessary, feature of liberal-democratic civic life. Such an objection might claim, for example, that while countries like the USA exhibit clear plutocratic tendencies (inequality is high, winner-take-all elections potentially underrepresent economic minorities, poverty and the depoliticization it threatens represent serious social problems, and onerous registration rules magnify the socioeconomic impact on participation rates), other polities, like European and especially Nordic liberal democracies, counteract such plutocratic
effects insofar as inequality in such countries tends to be lower, proportional representation incentivizes participation even from political minorities and the less powerful, poverty is contained, high voting rates minimize socioeconomic effects on electoral participation, and educational systems better approximate the condition of providing similarly talented and motivated children roughly equal life prospects. To be sure, in the USA the effects of plutocracy seem especially strong. But while it is important to recognize a wide diversity in the intensity of the plutocratic elements of different nations, it is a mistake to allow such relative analyses to cover over the basic fact of plutocracy as a fundamental structure of political life in all contemporary mass democracies. Europe and other relatively egalitarian societies differ in degree but not in kind from the USA. Not only are even the most egalitarian societies still shaped by sizeable inequalities in income and especially wealth, but the basic plutocratic dynamic that socioeconomic status on average predicts various forms of political activity — whether voting or, more significantly, extra-electoral forms of engagement — is a widely accepted feature of European political behavior, even within the most egalitarian Nordic states. Moreover, the fact that welfare programs in Europe are funded primarily through relatively regressive taxes on income rather than relatively progressive taxes on wealth — and that the very wealthy prevent more egalitarian transfers due to the threat of capital flight — indicate additional mechanisms by which plutocracy exerts itself in even the most egalitarian European societies. The Nordic countries are not immune from such processes. Not only do they exhibit sizeable inequalities in wealth, but their political and educational systems — even if much more egalitarian than those of countries like the USA — are still overrepresented by the socioeconomically advantaged. As in the USA, the disproportionate political and civic capacity of the rich in the Nordic countries has generated social criticism. The point, in other words, is that Europe is only less plutocratic, not without plutocracy.

The Implications of Plutocracy for the Future of Liberal Democracy

Given the prevalent resistance in contemporary liberal thought to considering plutocracy as a permanent problem, my primary objective in this essay has been to insist upon the inevitable intrusion of economic inequality, even in the most progressive hypothetical liberal-democratic regime, into the spheres of educational and political opportunity. In such a context, overcoming blindness to the problem of plutocracy seems like a more foundational task than asking how such a problem might be fruitfully addressed. Still, in conclusion, it is important to clarify what I take to be the most significant implication the problem of plutocracy might have for citizens committed to an ethical and progressive vision of liberal democracy.

In insisting upon the inescapability of plutocracy — the fact that, even under ideal conditions, similarly talented and motivated children will not grow up in societies where their socioeconomic status has no relevance for their educational prospects and where, likewise, similarly talented and motivated citizens will not have roughly equal prospects of political opportunity regardless of their class backgrounds — the suggestion is not to reject the propriety of prevalent liberal-democratic norms of free and equal citizenship, nor in any way to depreciate efforts in specific societies to reduce their plutocratic elements. Clearly, even if plutocracy will remain a permanent problem, it can be contested and improved on a relative basis.

Rather than abandon the commitment to fair equality of opportunity, the problem of plutocracy suggests a secondary dimension through which it might be pursued. Specifically, insofar as the problem of plutocracy means that a residual unfairness will inhabit even the most progressive liberal-democratic states, the stage is set for expanding the purpose of progressive liberal reform to involve not only the future-oriented reduction of the unwanted effects of socioeconomic status on political and educational opportunity, but the discovery of ways for a society, in a future-perfect temporality, to acknowledge and in some partial way redress the unfair intrusion of economic life into politics and education that always will have occurred. As I have argued elsewhere, the wealthiest members of a liberal-democratic society may have a special role to play in this regard: that is, as those who have prospered the most within a system that is less than fully fair, the economically most advantaged are ideally situated, through compulsory public donations, to both acknowledge and in some partial way remedy the unfairness generated by the problem of plutocracy. The logic of such a proposal finds some historical support in the practices of early popular republics, like Athens and Rome, in which certain economic burdens were placed uniquely on economic elites, arguably as a reflection of the idea that part of what an egalitarian society requires is the special regulation of its most advantaged members. Yet, regardless of whether liberal-democratic thinkers follow this kind of particular proposal for progressive reform, the problem of plutocracy means that the liberal-democratic commitment to free and equal citizenship should be shaped not merely by an asymptotic desire to achieve ever lesser amounts of plutocracy, but by a spirit of repentance that responds to the unfairness that will always shadow even the most advanced liberal-democratic state.
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